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Standardmodellen i partikkelfysikken er en svært god teori, og dens forutsigelser er blitt 

bekreftet med ufattelig nøyaktighet av mange eksperimenter ved akseleratorer. The Standard 

Model (SM) of particle physics is extremely successful experimentally - it has passed 

countless tests at accelerators, all its main predictions have been confirmed to very high 

precision. The last prediction of the SM, the Higgs boson, was discovered at the LHC in 2012. 

Yet we know now that it is not complete. The main reason to believe so is based on the 

existence of several observed phenomena that cannot be incorporated into the Standard 

Model. These phenomena include: Neutrino masses - Why do neutrinos have mass? Dark 

Matter - What is the prevalent kind of matter in the Universe? Baryon asymmetry of the 

Universe - What mechanism had created a tiny matter-antimatter imbalance in the Early 

Universe?  

The research described in this thesis is motivated by the necessity to find resolutions to these 

problems. We concentrate on the problem of Dark Matter (DM), however, the other 

problems, as well as deep theoretical questions raised by the properties of the SM, are used 

as a source of motivation for the models of new physics containing DM candidates. We 

present the evidence for the existence of DM, briefly describe what is known about possible 

properties of DM particle and give examples of potential particle physics candidates. 

We proceed discussing in details one particular scenario for DM - self-interacting DM and 

obtain robust constraints on this model. We later discuss how these constraints can be 

combined with the constraints from particle physics experiments. Another aspect of Dark 

Matter physics is its indirect detection. To this end, we have analyzed the sensitivity of new 

major instrument Cherenkov Telescope Array for the signal from the annihilation of DM 

particles.  

Finally, we considered in details an example of combinations of different constraints, coming 

both from particle physics, cosmology and astrophysics. We have shown that this 

combination allows excluding a significant part of the parameter space of future experiments 

that aim to detect DM directly. 


